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Soros-funded social media
censorship plan aims to silence all
dissenters from the hard-Left
agenda
BY ROBERT SPENCER

Here in a nutshell is why I was recently banned by Patreon, and why much,
much more of this is coming.

“Memo reveals Soros-funded social-media censorship plan,” by Art
Moore, WND, August 20, 2018:

The recent wave of censorship of conservative voices on the internet
by tech giants Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Apple mirrors a plan
concocted by a coalition of George Soros-funded, progressive groups
to take back power in Washington from President Trump’s
administration.

A confidential, 49-page memo for defeating Trump by working with the major
social-media platforms to eliminate “right wing propaganda and fake news”
was presented in January 2017  by Media Matters founder David Brock at a
retreat in Florida with about 100 donors, the Washington Free Beacon reported
at the time.
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On Monday, the Gateway Pundit blog noted the memo’s relationship with
recent moves by Silicon Valley tech giants to “shadow ban” conservative
political candidates and pundits and remove content.

The Free Beacon obtained a copy of the memo, “Democracy Matters: Strategic
Plan for Action,” by attending the retreat.

The memo spells out a four-year agenda that deployed Media Matters along
with American Bridge, Shareblue and Citizens for Responsibility and Ethics in
Washington (CREW) to attack Trump and Republicans.

The strategies are impeachment, expanding Media Matters’ mission to combat
“government misinformation,” ensuring Democratic control of the Senate in the
2018 midterm elections, filing lawsuits against the Trump administration,
monetizing political advocacy, using a “digital attacker” to delegitimize Trump’s
presidency and damage Republicans, and partnering with Facebook to combat
“fake news.”

Quashing ‘fake news’ with ‘mathematical precision’

The Free Beacon in its January 2017 story said Brock sought to raise $40
million in 2017 for his organizations.

The document claims Media Matters and far-left groups have “access to raw
data from Facebook, Twitter, and other social media sites” so they can
“systemically monitor and analyze this unfiltered data.”

“The earlier we can identify a fake news story, the more effectively we can
quash it,” the memo states. “With this new technology at our fingertips,
researchers monitoring news in real time will be able to identify the origins of a
lie with mathematical precision, creating an early warning system for fake news
and disinformation.”

Media Matters met with Facebook, which boasts some 2 billion members
worldwide, to discuss how to crack down on fake news, according to the
memo.

The social media giant was provided with “a detailed map of the constellation
of right-wing Facebook pages that had been the biggest purveyors of fake
news.”

Brock’s memo also says Media Matters gave Google “the information
necessary to identify 40 of the worst fake new sites” so they could be banned
from Google’s advertising network.
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The Gateway Pundit pointed out that in 2016, Google carried out that plan on
the Gateway Pundit blog and other conservative sites, including Breitbart, the
Drudge Report, Infowars, Zero Hedge and Conservative Treehouse.

Facebook, meanwhile has changed its newsfeed algorithm, ostensibly to
combat “fake news,” causing a precipitous decline in traffic for many
conservative sites.

President Donald Trump himself was affected, with his engagement on
Facebook dropping by 45 percent.

A study in June by Gateway Pundit found Facebook had eliminated 93 percent
of the traffic of top conservative news outlets.

Western Journal, in its own study, found that while left-wing publishers saw a
roughly 2 percent increase in web traffic from Facebook following the algorithm
changes, conservative sites saw a loss of traffic averaging around 14
percent….
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Elizabeth Lawson says
Aug 21, 2018 at 11:38 am

Is there NO legal way to stop the destruction that this man leaves in
his wake? He and his cash, in concert with subversive traitors to their
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own country, seem to have a strong, or stronger impact on American
politics and culture than anyone else in the past fifty years. On every
scale, politics, religion, the law, Justice, society, and gender issues this
demonic individual works assiduously to destroy the very fabric of all
that is good. Surely, given the horrifying outcome of his many efforts in
the US and elsewhere, he can be stopped? Organized crime of
yesteryear was but a blink in the country, this “organized” effort of
Soros is a virtual tornado.
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U got dat right!
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Andy says
Aug 21, 2018 at 12:45 pm

One of Justin Trudeau’s buddies: George Soros
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Andy says
Aug 21, 2018 at 12:46 pm

Soros, Trudeau plot “refugee” scheme

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2j755Bd72aU

Andy says
Aug 21, 2018 at 12:58 pm

We have seen the dismantling of Judeo-Christian
Civilization around the world, The pulling down of historic
monuments and our history is well under way,

Kemp decries calls by ‘radical left’ to remove Washington,
Jefferson statues.

https://www.politifact.com/georgia/statements/2017/aug/30/
brian-kemp/calls-take-down-washington-and-jefferson-
statues/
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In Canada the pulling down of statues is also under way
and the first Prime Minister of Canada Sir John A.
MacDonald was pulled down recently and here we have
another John A. MacDonald statue vandalized.
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